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INTRODUCTION

Emotional intelligence (EQ) is the ability to understand and
recognise your emotions, and also the emotions of others.
Last week, we explored the EQ skill of Self-Awareness where
we focused on qualities of assertiveness and integrity that
help you to build your inner strength. Spending time building
your inner strength and confidence is a way of showing
kindness to yourself.

This week we explore Social Awareness which is an aspect of
EQ which includes key life skills such as compassion and
caring. When you have a strong sense of social awareness, it
means you can accurately read situations, better understand
people and empathise with their emotions.

Strong social awareness allows you :
- To form strong friendships and relationships;
- To show compassion and empathy when dealing with your
family, friends, peers and everyone you interact with;
- To better understand strengths and weaknesses;
- To improve your social and emotional wellbeing.



COMPASSION

History is packed with examples of brave and powerful leaders in
the fields of medicine, technology, business and science. Today,
we want to highlight and celebrate those individuals who
showed extreme compassion in their lifetimes in order to make
the world a better place. 

Often being compassionate and putting yourself in the shoes of
another can be the more difficult choice as it involves greater
effort on your part. Our compassionate historical figures could
have taken an easier path but they chose a tougher course of
action.

So what are the qualities of a compassionate person?
- You take time to understand someone else’s opinion by
showing empathy;
- You help others;
- You're mindful of others feelings and show them respect;
- You express gratitude and;
- You don't prioritise money over feelings. You put emphasis on
compassion and kindness.

Have a read of the historical figures overleaf now. Then make a
list of the compassionate people in your life and be sure to let
them know that you think they are kind and compassionate. 











COMPASSION

Compassion is not simply an emotion that you feel,
but it is a habit you can build. The more you practice
compassion, the easier it becomes. Being
compassionate does not involve making big changes
in your life. Small daily acts of compassion to those
at school or to those at home is all it takes.

After all, you never know how your smile or a kind
word or gesture can make the world of a difference
to someone’s life.

Our next activity involves completing a “Compassion
Bingo” chart. You can play this task at home or
complete it with friends at school. We have provided
some blank spaces in case you think of a special
activity or act that you know would be appreciated
by others.

Have fun playing Compassion Bingo!





Kindness and caring are qualities that we learn over time.
These are often qualities we recognise when our family or
friends treat us with care or when we treat our friends,
family and loved ones kindly. However not everyone in our
world is treated with care and compassion, and that is
because not everyone is seen to be equal. Sometimes,
people are seen to be at a disadvantage because they live
in poverty or because of the colour of their skin, how they
speak, the place they are born, or due to physical or mental
disabilities.

When you have high social awareness, it means you’re able
to empathise with other people’s emotions and situations.
On the next page, you will learn of four groups of people
who are just like you and me. and like us, they want:

- a better way of life for themselves and their children;
- for their children to be educated and not bullied,
- to not feel scared in their own home or when they walk
down the street; and 
- to be treated equally and with respect.

CARING



Education gives us the power to understand and
appreciate why refugees must leave their homes, or what
the Black Lives Matter movement stands for. Education
helps us to learn, to help and to care for those that need
it the most.

What are the simple habits that help you become even
more caring?

- Being friendly and grateful with people in your daily
lives who serve you, such as a bus driver or a waitress;
- Stepping into the “caring and courage zone,” like
comforting a classmate who is being teased or bullied for
looking different;
- Helping your parents with setting the table or calling
your elderly relative to say hello;
- Believing everyone has equal rights without  judging
anyone on the colour of their skin, religion, accents and
appearances.

CARING






